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Abstract

Smart contracts are a new form of contracts that handle transactions of eco-
nomical value between users on a network, without the need for a middle
man. This is possible as the integrity of the transactions are ensured using
Blockchain technology. However, safe transactions are not always a guarantee
as secure smart contracts can be di�cult to write. Security vulnerabilities in
smart contracts can be exploited and result in great financial losses for contract
users.

In this report we examine how interference can be counteracted in trans-
actions involving smart contracts. This is to ensure that assets of economi-
cal value do not run the risk of disappearing and that the flow of information
between smart contracts remains truthful. The term "interference" is coined
precisely in relation to smart contracts. Moreover, two di�erent solutions for
two interference problems are examined, which mainly involve locking the ac-
cess to certain functions for specific contracts so that no modification of the
state of one contract can take place until a transaction is finished. The methods
for counteracting interference in the transactions work, but the solutions are
adapted to the specific problems and do not serve as a "general" solution to the
problem of interference.
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Sammanfattning

Smarta kontrakt är en ny form av kontrakt som används för att utfärda ekono-
miska transaktioner utan någon mellanman eftersom att transaktionernas in-
tegritet säkerställs med hjälp av Blockchain-teknologi. Detta säkerställer dock
inte alltid säkra transaktioner eftersom det kan vara svårt att skriva säkra smar-
ta kontrakt. Säkerhetsproblem i smarta kontrakt kan utnyttjas och orsaka stora
ekonomiska förluster för kontraktanvändarna.

I denna rapport undersöker vi hur störningar kan motverkas i transaktioner
som involverar sådana smarta kontrakt. Detta för säkerställa att tillgångar av
ekonomiskt värde inte riskerar att försvinna och att informationsflödet mel-
lan smarta kontrakt förblir sanningsenligt. Termen störningdefinieras precist i
förhållande till smarta kontrakt. Därefter undersöks två olika lösningar till de
olika störningsproblemen, som huvudsakligen involverar att låsa tillgången till
vissa funktioner för vissa kontrakt så att ingen modifikation av tillstånd kan ske
tills dess att transaktionerna avslutats. Metoderna för att motverka störningar
i transaktionerna fungerar men dessa lösningar är anpassade till de specifika
problemen och fungerade inte som en allmän lösning på störningsproblemati-
ken.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Smart contracts can be viewed as digital agreements where the details of the
agreement are formulated in a programming language. The purpose of a smart
contract is similar to that of a conventional, legal contract in the sense that it
is used to enforce an agreement of some kind, for instance to transfer assets of
economical value between entities. In contrast to a legal contract that requires
a middleman, such as a bank when money is transferred from one person to
another, smart contracts utilize Blockchain technology to secure the integrity
of the transaction [1].

The Blockchain can be thought of as a distributed ledger, where each node
holder (each entity participating in the network) has its own copy of the Blockchain
[2]. Consensus between the node holders about the legitimacy of the current
Blockchain makes it considerably harder to commit fraud, by for example try-
ing to append a block to the Blockchain where a transaction has been voided,
as it would not match with the others’ copies.

Programming contracts in this manner provide contract developers with
endless possibilities, allowing for sophisticated applications that reach far be-
yond simple transactions. However, this extended freedom can be detrimental
if the contract writer is not meticulous about when and how the contract can
be called by other contracts.

Because smart contracts hold the property that anyone can write such con-
tracts and also interact with the existing ones [3], the enforceability of a smart
contract’s rules is entirely dependent on the correctness of the code it was
written in, regardless of how secure the Blockchain is. Thus, correct execu-
tion and secure implementation are necessary conditions for their reliability
[4]. Someone with mischievous intent could otherwise invoke a vulnerable
contract with a malicious contract, designed to exploit said vulnerabilities and
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

potentially override the contract’s intended execution flow.
Exploited vulnerabilities in smart contracts have led to millions of dollars

worth of cryptocurrency being lost. One of the more notable examples is the
DAO attack, where a wallet was invoked by a malicious caller on an Ethereum
smart contract resulting in over $50 millions worth of Ether being lost [5].

1.1 Problem statement

To illustrate the problem of interference, consider the following example in-
volving three smart contracts; BuyCar, CarSeller and CheckPrice. BuyCar
reads the price of some car which the CarSeller contract is selling. If the re-
trieved price matches some arbitrary specification written in BuyCar’s code,
the BuyCar contract can make a purchase. The CheckPrice contract is invoked
by BuyCar to check how the retrieved price matches up against other cars on
the market.

Thus we assume that the CarSeller contract has a method read() and a
method sell() whereas the CheckPrice contract has a method with the decla-
ration check(int).

The BuyCar contract would then look something like the following:

Contract: BuyCar
1 Function purchase() =
2 int price;
3 bool cheap;
4 price = CarSeller.read();
5 cheap = CheckPrice.check(price);
6 if cheap then
7 CarSeller.sell();
8 end
9 end

Figure 1.1: The Car Seller problem
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Now if the external contract CheckPrice does everything that is expected
of it, i.e compares the price that the read() method of CarSeller returns and
notifies BuyCar about how the price matches up against other car prices, ev-
erything will work as intended. There is a however no guarantee that this is the
case, since the implementation of check(int) is a black box in the scope of the
BuyCar contract. Suppose, for instance, that the CheckPrice contract contains
code so that it can invoke the sell() function in the CarSeller contract itself,
in case the price is low enough. This would alter the state of the CarSeller
contract and leave BuyCar with no option to call the sell() function. This is
one example of interference.

This report aims to investigate possible prevention techniques to avoid in-
terference of this kind. In order to do so, the notion of the term “interference”
must be defined, since the term has not been coined in relation to smart con-
tracts before. This report will focus on the most well-known framework used
for issuing smart contracts; Ethereum and its own programming language So-
lidity. [4].

1.2 Delimitation

Since the topic of smart contracts is very broad and involves several frame-
works with various implementations for issuing such contracts, the report has
been delimited to Ethereum and Solidity, as the time-frame for this study is
limited to five months. For the same reason, only prevention through language-
related techniques that are possible in sequential and distributed frameworks
such as Solidity will be investigated.

The interference problem spans a large set of problems that can potentially
occur in any smart contract that makes use of external calls and thus this report
has been limited to two problems related to interference.
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Background

There is no clear-cut definition of what a smart contract is, which is why a dis-
tinction is sometimes made between smart legal contracts and smart contract
code [1].There are several platforms that are used for issuing smart contracts
of this kind, with one of the most popular ones being Ethereum [4].

In this report, the term smart contract will refer to the latter of the two,
meaning any program written in some Turing-complete programming lan-
guage that can be deployed and executed on the Blockchain [1]. Hence its
similarity to a regular, legal contract is that it can handle transactions of eco-
nomical value and that it is enforceable, but as opposed to enforcement by
law, the integrity of the contract is ensured by the correctness of the code it is
executing once it has been deployed.

The Blockchain, which is the technology Ethereum utilizes, is a distributed
verification system, where information is stored in blocks that together form
a chain-like datastructure. The Blockchain thus works like a database that is
stored on multiple computers (nodes). A consensus between the nodes makes
it very di�cult to manipulate the Blockchain’s changelog [6].

Transactions, which are performed by smart contracts, are executed for
the following reasons: introducing a new contract to the Blockchain, transfer-
ring ether between contracts or to other users and to invoke contract functions.
Since the contracts are deployed on the Blockchain, each transaction that is
executed will be recorded on it [4]. Storing the contracts on the Blockchain al-
lows contracts to be issued without the need for a middleman, as the Blockchain
works as an immutable, distributed ledger[6].

In the mining process, the miners (the platform’s users) makes use of their
computers’ computation power to find a correct target by running the current
block’s metadata through a cryptographic hash-function. If a miner manages

4
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to find the correct hash value, they receive economical compensation in the
form of cryptocurrency. Their block will also be broadcasted through the net-
work for all the nodes to validate. The other miners who did not find the correct
hash value will continue their process on the newly invoked block until the next
hash value is found [7].

2.1 Ethereum

2.1.1 Ethereum smart contracts

Ethereum smart contracts are written in the Turing-complete programming
language which goes by the name Solidity. Briefly put, a smart contract is
composed of functions and fields similarly to regular programming languages.
Values in a contract can both be stored and transferred between contracts.

The Blockchain is an append-only data structure and the balance and con-
dition of each contract can therefore be determined by the sequence of transac-
tions on the Blockchain. Anyone can interact with a contract on the Blockchain
by sending a transaction to its address. Such a transaction can alter the state
of the contract it is sent to, for instance by transferring ether to it [4]. Each
contract-invoking transaction must always include a prefixed and finite exe-
cution fee, usually referred to as gas. All the accepted transactions are then
performed by miners in the mining process [8, 9].

Before Solidity contracts are executed on the Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM)1 and redistributed on the Blockchain they are compiled into EVM byte-
code2 [8].

During the procedure of introducing a new contract to the Blockchain, a
unique 160-bit address is assigned to it. Aside from the address, the newly
constructed contract also consists of a balance, a state and a code [9].

2.1.2 Solidity

With its JavaScript-like syntax, the high-level programming language Solid-
ity is the most commonly used language for smart contract development [3].
However, exceptions are featured in a distinguishing way. An exception that
has been thrown cannot be caught. Instead, the execution will terminate. As

1A virtual machine created specifically to execute and run smart contracts written in So-
lidity.

2A representation of the human-readable code in form of hexadecimal values. This is the
code that the Ethereum Virtual machine can understand and evaluate.
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a consequence all side e�ects such as ether transferring is reverted and the
execution fee will also be lost [4].

All types must be declared before compile time, which signifies that the
language is statically typed. Solidity also supports libraries, complex user-
defined types, inheritance and polymorphism. As with imperative program-
ming, the code contains functions and variables that can be read from and
modified. The structure of contracts written in Solidity are very much alike
classes in languages that are object oriented [9].

1 contract Owner{
2
3 address owner;
4
5 constructor() public{
6 owner = msg.sender;
7 }
8
9 modifier onlyOwner(){

10 require(msg.sender == owner);
11 _;
12 }
13 }

Figure 2.1: A contract called Owner written in Solidity

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 demonstrates simple code examples written in Solidity.
The contract in figure 2.2 inherits the properties from the contract in figure 2.1.
Users or external contracts may contribute with an arbitrary amount of wei3
to a wallet in the form of a contract but only the stored owner can make a
withdrawal. In addition, the owner can also check the balance of the contract;
in this example with the invocation of the function getBalance() in figure 2.2.
A short explanation of the features in Solidity are presented below.

The first thing that occurs when the code above is executed is that the vari-
able owner is declared. This variable is initialized to the callers address4,
which in this model is the contract itself. The initialization occurs on row 6 in
the constructor. Similarly to regular programming languages, the construc-
tor is only executed once; when the contract is created. There can only be one
constructor but it is not compulsory to have one [11].

One very useful property in Solidity is modifiers. A modifier is imple-
mented by specifying it after a function name. This makes it an extension of

3The smallest denomination of Ether
4The address data type in Solidity holds an address to another contract of 20 bytes [10]
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the function and it will only run when assigned by that function. Multiple mod-
ifiers are also allowed since the function is not restricted to only utilize one.
If this is the case, they must be separated by white-space and their execution
order is the same as their presented order [12]. Specific code for declaration
and implementation of a modifier is demonstrated on row 9 in figure 2.1 and
row 9 in figure 2.2.

1 contract AWallet is Owner{
2
3 mapping (address => uint) _Inserts;
4
5 function insertToWallet() public payable{
6 _Inserts[msg.sender] += msg.value;
7 }
8
9 function withdraw(uint amount) public view onlyOwner(){

10 address(this).balance - amount;
11 }
12
13 function getBalance() public view returns (uint){
14 return address(this).balance;
15 }
16
17 function() payable external{}
18 }

Figure 2.2: The contract AWallet written in Solidity, which inherits properties
from the contract Owner

On row 17 in figure 2.2 is the fallback function; an unnamed function that
can neither take arguments nor return values. A contract is only allowed to
have exactly one such function. If a contract is called and data has not been
supplied or the function identifier in the call does not match any of the other
functions, the fallback function is executed. Another action that has the ability
to invoke the fallback function is if ether without accompanying data is sent
to a contract. One requirement that must be met for a contract to be able to
receive ether is that the fallback function is marked with payable. If not, an
exception will be thrown [13].

If the condition in a modifier is met, the special symbol “_” in the modifier
will be replaced with the code in the function’s body[9]. As a consequence, the
function will be executed. In other words, the condition is evaluated before the
execution of the function . The condition that must evaluate to true in figure
2.2 is that the caller of the withdraw()-function is the owner. Otherwise,
if the function require() evaluates to false, an exception is thrown and the
transaction is reverted.
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Variables declared in the function are visible to the modifier, but not the
other way around. The reason for this is because of the possible modification
as a result of an override[12].

The Mapping type in Solidity, which is demonstrated on row 3 in figure
2.2, is a data type which is similar to a hash table in sense that it stores a set
of hashes which are mapped to values and are declared as mapping(key =>

value) [14]. The hashmap portrayed is initialized with addresses as keys and
unsigned integers as values.

In solidity, there are several variables and methods available by default.
The purpose of these variables is mostly to provide data about transactions
and the Blockchain dynamically, once a contract has been deployed. Two spe-
cial variables in particular, msg.sender and msg.value will be frequently re-
ferred to in this report. The first variable, msg.sender holds the address of
the contract that sent the message. The other one, msg.value(uint), possesses
the amount wei sent with the message [15]. Both variables are adopted in the
insertToWallet()-function. Each time it is invoked by a caller, the address
act as a key in the hashmap and its stored value is incremented with the sent
value.

2.1.3 Reentrancy

When a transaction occurs, such as a call from one contract to another, the
caller hands over the control to the callee. When non-recursive functions are
invoked in a transaction it is not unusual for a programmer to think that a reen-
trancy is not possible before termination. The reason for that is a transaction’s
sequentiality and atomicity [4]. However, by handing over the control, an at-
tacker is given the possibility to re-enter the caller’s function with the fallback
mechanism (but also with regular functions) and in that way manipulate the
state of the contract. This also allows hijacking of the execution flow. As
a consequence, unwanted behaviour may occur and in some cases there is a
possibility that all the gas will be consumed [4, 9].

2.2 Static and dynamic analysis

Static analysis refers to evaluation and analysis of an application’s code before
and during compile time. One major advantage with this approach is that po-
tential errors and bugs can be detected before run time, as opposed to having
them revealed days or weeks after deployment [16].
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Examination of an application’s behavior during run time is referred to
as dynamic analysis. Subtle defects or vulnerabilities that are too complex to
be detected by a static analysis can sometimes be revealed by performing a
dynamical analysis instead [16].

Errors caused by software defects can be detected both statically and dy-
namically. Which is why a mixture of both is usually utilized to analyze code
for errors, as only one of the two would not be as e�cient as using both [16].

2.2.1 Symbolic evaluation/execution

Symbolic evaluation is a method for testing and analyzing a program’s compu-
tations through symbolic representation. The program’s input values and their
domain are expressed algebraically, meaning that the relationship between in-
put values and the resulting output values post computation are examined [17].

Symbolic evaluation is utilized by some of frameworks that have been de-
veloped for analyzing the safety and correctness of smart contracts (see section
2.4).

2.3 Mutual exclusion

Mutual exclusion (mutex) is a property used in concurrent programming that
the dutch computer science pioneer Edsger W. Dijkstra came up with in his
paper Solution of a Problem in Concurrent Programming Control [18]. The
concept is to prevent the use of a shared resource simultaneously.

A protected area, called the critical section, protects pieces of code where
shared resources are accessed by threads or processes. To access this sec-
tion the mutex must be unlocked and it can only be owned by one thread or
process at a time. To avoid concurrent access, a thread must lock the mu-
tex whenever it executes code in the critical section. Upon finishing the ex-
ecution, the thread unlocks the mutex so that other threads are able to ac-
cess the critical area [19]. The lock is often a boolean variable that either
posses the value true or false, depending on the state of the critical area.
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2.4 Related work

2.4.1 Zeus

Zeus is a framework that validates the correctness and safety of smart contracts
by ensuring that their source code follows safe programming practices through
symbolic evaluation [20].

The framework takes high-level language code used to write smart con-
tracts (i.e Solidity) as input and translates the contract code into LLVM byte-
code, also known as a low-level intermediate representation (IR). The frame-
work then analyzes the intermediate representation statically before checking
the security of the smart contract through a verification engine that takes a
modified version of the IR as input [20].

2.4.2 Manticore

Manticore is a symbolic execution tool for smart contracts. The smart contract
code is tested through a simulation of di�erent attacks as the tool goes through
di�erent parts of the code. Manticore’s properties allows it to trace inputs
that causes a program to crash, by following the program’s execution on an
instruction level [21].

2.4.3 Oyente

Oyente is another symbolic evaluation tool for analyzing the safety of smart
contracts. In this framework, the detection of bugs is performed on the ma-
chine code level of the smart contract [20]. In other words, there is no need
to access the high level representation of the smart contract. The inputs must
satisfy the condition of a symbolic path in order for the execution to traverse
through that path. In this way, Oyente analyzes a program’s correctness path-
by-path statically. The tool is meant to assist smart contract developers to
write safer smart contracts in order to avoid potential attacks carried out by
malicious callers [22].
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Example problems in Solidity

Two interference problems are demonstrated in Solidity code below. The first
problem is a simplification of the DAO attack, where there are two contracts
involved; MiniDao and Attacker. In this example, recursive reentrancy occurs
because Attacker takes advantage of the fallback function to lure the MiniDAO
contract into paying back more ether than what was intended. The second
problem is the fictional example named Car Seller (see figure 1.1 in section
1.1). For this problem, the interference occurs because the CheckPrice con-
tract changes the state of a contract that BuyCar interacts with.

11
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3.1 MiniDao

1 contract MiniDao{
2
3 mapping (address => uint) _balances;
4
5 function withdraw() public{
6 uint amount = _balances[msg.sender];
7 msg.sender.call.gas(200000).value(amount)("");
8 _balances[msg.sender] = 0;
9 }

10
11 function donate() public payable{
12 _balances[msg.sender] += msg.value;
13 }
14
15 function getBalance() public view returns (uint){
16 return address(this).balance;
17 }
18
19 function() payable external{}
20 }

Figure 3.1: The MiniDao contract written in Solidity

The MiniDao contract in figure 3.1 consists of one hash map and four func-
tions, where one is anonymous; the fallback function on row 19. As for the
getBalance()-function, its only functionality is to return the contract’s current
balance.

On row 3, the hash map _balances is declared to store addresses as keys
and unsigned integers as associated values. Both donate() and withdraw()
make use of the hash map on row 12 and row 8 respectively.

On row 11, the function donate() is declared. This is the function that ex-
ternal contracts can invoke when they want to make a donation to the MiniDao
contract. The value that is sent by each sender is stored in the hash map using
the senders’ address as key. Each time a caller invokes the donate()-function,
their donation is added to their old value, which can be observed on row 12.
Thus, a caller can make as many donations as they wish.

The function withdraw() is the function that is vulnerable to a reentrancy
attack. Whenever an external contract wishes to withdraw its donated amount,
this function is invoked. The variable amount in the function is declared and
initialized by assigning it to the senders donated value that is stored in the hash
map. Row 7 sets the gas limit1 and sends back the donated value to the sender

1This allows the external contract to not run out of gas when performing the reentrancy
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and the last row in the function nullifies the senders value in the hash map.

1 contract Attacker{
2
3 MiniDao dao;
4 uint i = 0;
5
6 function miniDaoIs(address payable addr) public{
7 dao = MiniDao(addr);
8 }
9

10 function insertMoney() public payable{
11 address(this).balance+msg.value;
12 }
13
14 function withdraw() public {
15 dao.withdraw();
16 i = 0;
17 }
18
19 function donate(uint amount) public{
20 dao.donate.value(amount)();
21 }
22
23 function getBalance() public view returns (uint){
24 return address(this).balance;
25 }
26
27 function() payable external{
28 if(i++ < 10){
29 dao.withdraw();
30 }
31 }
32 }

Figure 3.2: The Attacker contract written in Solidity

The contract in figure 3.2, Attacker, has two more functions than the MiniDao
contract. Row 3 declares the variable dao and row 4 both declares and ini-
tializes the variable i by assigning it the value 0. Just as with MiniDao’s
getBalance() in figure 3.1, the function in Attacker with the same name also
only returns the current status of the contract’s balance.

Before an attack can be initialized, wei or other such must be inserted to the
contract. This update is performed on row 11 in the function insertMoney()
where the current balance is incremented with the inserted value. Further-
more, the Attacker contract must create an instance of the MiniDao, which
refers to the smart contract that will be attacked. Otherwise, the Attacker con-
tract will not be able to invoke the other contract’s methods.
attack, as send() and transfer() are normally set with a limit of 2300 gas [13]. This limit has
been increased for demonstration purposes in this example.
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The initialization of the variable dao occurs on row 7 in the miniDaoIs()-
function. This function takes one parameter as its argument, an address, which
is used to initialize the MiniDao contract.

A donation to the MiniDao contract is performed by the donate()-function
which takes an unsigned integer as parameter. The code on row 20 transfers
the passed argument to the MiniDao contract by calling its method donate().

By calling the withdraw()-function, a recursive reentrancy will occur.
This occurrence of interference happens because of the fallback function in
the Attacker contract. MiniDao’s method withdraw() is invoked on row 15,
which in turn will execute row 6 and 7 in the called method and the stored
amount in the _balances hash map will be sent back. The code on row 7 in
MiniDao is the one that sends the value back by calling on Attacker. As a con-
sequence, the fallback function in Attacker will be executed. The code in this
function calls the method withdraw() 10 times and since row 8 in MiniDao
never gets a chance to execute2, the Attacker contract withdraws more than it
has donated and we have a case of interference.

2This could have been avoided by moving the reset of _balances to above the external
contract call, but since this report explores the broader topic, interference, this solution has
been omitted.
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3.2 Car Seller

1 contract CarSeller{
2
3 mapping (string => uint) _Cars;
4
5 constructor() public{
6 _Cars["BMW"] = 600000;
7 _Cars["Audi"] = 350000;
8 _Cars["Mercedes"] = 300000;
9 _Cars["Tesla"] = 1000000;

10 _Cars["Bugatti"] = 1500000;
11 _Cars["Maserati"] = 1000000;
12 _Cars["Volvo"] = 275000;
13 }
14
15 function carPrice(string memory carName)
16 public view returns (uint){
17 return _Cars[carName];
18 }
19
20 function sellCar(string memory carName) public{
21 delete(_Cars[carName]);
22 }
23 }

Figure 3.3: The CarSeller contract written in Solidity

The first contract, figure 3.3, includes a constructor, two functions and one
hash map whereas the last mentioned is declared on row 3, named _Cars.
Strings are declared as the hash map’s keys and unsigned integers as their
associated values. The key represents the name of the car and the value is its
associated price. When the constructor is executed, the values are hashed into
the hash map and can then be accessed through their keys.

The functions carPrice() and sellCar() both takes strings as parameters
where the first one returns a value and the second one removes a value. The
chosen value is removed from the hash map using the passed parameter as its
key.
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1 contract CheckPrice{
2
3 mapping (string => uint) _goodCarPrices;
4
5 constructor() public {
6 _goodCarPrices["BMW"] = 500000;
7 _goodCarPrices["Audi"] = 400000;
8 _goodCarPrices["Mercedes"] = 400000;
9 _goodCarPrices["Tesla"] = 900000;

10 _goodCarPrices["Bugatti"] = 1200000;
11 _goodCarPrices["Maserati"] = 800000;
12 _goodCarPrices["Volvo"] = 300000;
13 }
14
15 function checkIfGoodPrice(address addr, string memory
16 car, uint price) public returns (bool){
17
18 CarSeller cs = CarSeller(addr);
19
20 uint p = cs.carPrice(car);
21
22 if(price==p){
23 if(price <= _goodCarPrices[car]){
24 cs.sellCar(car); //interference
25 return false;
26 }else{
27 return true;
28 }
29 }
30 }
31 }

Figure 3.4: The CheckPrice contract written in Solidity

Similar to CarSeller, CheckPrice (figure 3.4) contains both a constructor
and a hashmap. The hashmap is named _goodCarPrices and has strings as
keys and unsigned integers as values. Just like previously, the strings represent
the cars’ names and the unsigned integers represent their price.

Only one function, checkIfGoodPrice(), is declared in the CheckPrice
contract. This function takes three parameters; an address, a string and an
unsigned integer and returns a boolean value. The address argument is used for
the initialization of the CarSeller contract and the car argument as a parameter
to the method carPrice().

There are two if-statements in checkIfGoodPrice(). The condition to
be evaluated in the first if-statement on row 22 is that the price parameter
is equal to the variable p; the returned value from carPrice(). CheckPrice
performs this evaluation to ensure that the sent price is the same as the returned
price from the car seller. For the second if-statement there is an associated
else clause. If the parameter price is less than or equal to the value with the
parameter car as a key, CheckPrice calls the method sellCar() on row 24 and
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buys the car instead of the contract that was supposed to buy it (BuyCar in this
case). Instead of returning true and notifying BuyCar that the price was good,
it returns false, implying that the price was bad. This is false information since
the price was good and therefore we have a another case of interference.

1 contract BuyCar{
2
3 function checkPriceFor(address addrSell, address
4 addrCheck,string memory carName) public returns
5 (string memory){
6
7 CarSeller cs = CarSeller(addrSell);
8 CheckPrice cp = CheckPrice(addrCheck);
9 uint p = cs.carPrice(carName);

10 bool b = cp.checkIfGoodPrice(addrSell,carName,p);
11
12 if(b){
13 cs.sellCar(carName);
14 return "Congratulations on your purchase";
15 }
16 if(!b){
17 return "Not a good prize. Do not buy the car";
18 }
19 }
20 }

Figure 3.5: The BuyCar contract written in solidity

The third contract which is demonstrated in figure 3.5, BuyCar, is very sim-
ple and consists of a single function named checkPriceFor(). This function
takes three parameters; two addresses and one string. Since this contract must
invoke both CarSeller (figure 3.3) and CheckPrice (figure 3.4), two variables
called cs and cp are declared and then initialized on row 7 and row 8 repec-
tively. The initialization of the two contracts is performed using the arguments
stored in addrCheck and addrSell.

The variable p is assigned the unsigned integer that the method carPrice()
returns and the variable b the boolean value that checkIfGoodPrice() returns.
The intention of the two method calls is to check if the desired car’s price is
good or not. The method sellCar() is called upon by BuyCar if the variable
b evaluates to true and the car is bought.



Chapter 4

Approach

The first task in the approach will be to define the notion of interference, since
an unambiguous definition must be available before any prevention techniques
can be investigated. The second task will be to demonstrate two possible so-
lutions for preventing interference for each of the two problems.

4.1 Interference

To define the notion of interference, assume that we have a set of contracts
where each contract is only known to the other contracts in the set through
their external interface. That is; all the method declarations which are de-
clared public, including their parameters and their return types. If a contract
C1 calls another contract C2 through some method M2, the implementation of
the method M2 is thus unknown to the caller C1. Once the external method
M2 is called, the caller’s control is lost to the callee C2’s method M2 until it
has finished executing. If M2 of C2, during this process, makes any external
method calls which alters the state ofC1 through changing their data by calling
them back, in a way that was not intended from the perspective of the caller,
we would, for instance, have a case of interference.

For the Car Seller example however, this notion needs to be extended since
in this case the interference happens through the CheckPrice contract alter-
ing the state of a contract which BuyCar calls after the CheckPrice method
has been called. Therefore, to capture the general case of unintended state-
altering, we have chosen to go with the following definition of interference:

18
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Definition:

Given a set of contracts, S = {C1, C2, ..Cn}, and given method Mi of smart
contract Ci 2 S and method Mj of smart contract Cj 2 S called by Mi where
i 6= j, we say that Mj interferes with Ci if Mj alters the state of any contract
Ck 2 S called through some method Mk (k 6= i, k 6= j) after the call to Mj

(including Ci itself), in such a way that the intentions of Ci are overridden.
Thus, interference could for instance lead to the caller receiving falsified

information (the Car Seller example) or even losing ether (the recursive reen-
trancy attack) as a result of giving the control over to an external contract.

The Car Seller example can be illustrated in the following diagram:

Figure 4.1: Illustration of Car Seller

Note that CarSeller is also a callee from the perspective of BuyCar, but
since it does not alter any states of contracts BuyCar interacts with aside from
itself, it does not give rise to any interference.

In the case of the MiniDao example, the interaction could be illustrated as
the following picture:
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of MiniDao

In this case, the state of the the MiniDao contract is changed through mul-
tiple withdraw() calls from the Attacker, before the DAO contract is able to set
the balance of the Attacker’s funds to 0.

4.2 Prevention techniques

In order to find any prevention techniques to our interference problem, di�er-
ent modifications of the code in both the Car Seller and the MiniDao problem
will be made. The main idea that will be investigated and tested is to lock out
unauthorized contracts so that they can not mutate data that is not theirs to
mutate. This approach is inspired by the concurrency control property called
Mutual Exclusion (see section 2.3). To achieve this, we will make use of two
properties in Solidity; the hashmap and the modifier.

4.2.1 Car Seller

Approach 1

The idea is that the interference-susceptible function should be locked until
the contract BuyCar invokes it. This will unlock the function and no other
contract will have the authorization to do so afterwards.

Each contract will be assigned a boolean value that either locks or unlocks
the function. To store these values, a hash map will be implemented, where
each address represents a key with an associated boolean value.

A contract’s boolean value will be decided depending on in which order
it invokes the CarSeller contract through a method call. The orders will be
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stored in the hash map where the addresses represents keys. If it is the first
contract that calls on CarSeller, it will be assigned the value true. This is also
the boolean value that will unlock the interference-susceptible function. Any
other contract will be given the value false.

The lock-functionality will be implemented by using a modifier. The code
in the modifier will use the callers’ boolean values to check if the function
should stay locked or be unlocked and thus execute its code.

Approach 2

The second approach is similar to the first one but does not include any boolean
values or any modifiers. Here, the only condition that will be evaluated is in
which order the contract invoked a function in the CarSeller contract. Apart
from that, a function that flags when unwanted interference occurs will be
implemented.

As in the first approach a hash map will be used for storing information
about the callers of the CarSeller contract. As with the previous implemen-
tation, the keys will be the addresses of the callers’ but this time associated
with a variable that holds the current order which is incremented each time a
specific function is called.

The function that flags when interference has occurred will return a vari-
able that is set to a boolean value; true or false. The contract that invokes this
function will in that way be notified if any interference occurs.

To grant access to the interference-susceptible function, the order of the
caller’s contract must be 1, which is evaluated by an if-statement in the func-
tion. If it evaluates to true, the contract is allowed to buy the car. If not,
interference has occurred.

4.2.2 MiniDao

Approach 1

As with the first approach in the Car Seller example, a modifier is used for the
MiniDao problem. Its body will contain an if-statement that will evaluate if
the function it extends is locked or unlocked.

A global boolean variable will be set to false in the beginning, which will
indicate that the interference-susceptible function is unlocked. Then, when
the function is called upon, the code in the modifier will be executed. The
condition to be met is that the boolean variable must be set to false. If it is, the
variable is set to true and the code in the main function will be executed. The
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only way to unlock the function will be to invoke another function that gives
the external contract user the right to reenter the locked one.

Approach 2

The second solution will be implemented by utilizing a hash map. The hash
map will trace how many times the vulnerable function has been invoked by
each contract. Therefore, each time it is called by a contract, the value stored
in the hash map will be incremented. To access the rest of the code, the value
must be 1. Otherwise, the user will be denied access.

4.3 Motivation of approach

The language of choice for modeling the example problems is Solidity because
it is the most widely used language for developing smart contracts [3], which
will simplify the development process because of the amount of documenta-
tion available.

The language based methods for preventing interference were chosen be-
cause they o�er protection post-deployment while simultaneously being fairly
simple to implement. Another motivation for choosing this approach is to
avoid infringing on the programmers’ freedom when developing smart con-
tracts, as preventing calls to external contracts entirely might be considered
too restrictive.

A static approach would have been suitable for preventing reentrancy at-
tacks, but since a static analysis cannot be performed on external methods
where the implementations are unknown this methodology would not cover
all bases of interference.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 MiniDao

Solution 1

1 contract MiniDao{
2
3 mapping (address => uint) _balances;
4
5 bool locked = false;
6
7 modifier lockFunct(){
8 if(!locked){
9 locked = true;

10 _;
11 }
12 }
13
14 function withdraw() public lockFunct(){
15 uint amount = _balances[msg.sender];
16 msg.sender.call.gas(200000).value(amount)("");
17 _balances[msg.sender] = 0;
18 }
19
20 function donate() public payable{
21 _balances[msg.sender] += msg.value;
22 locked = false;
23 }
24
25 function getBalance() public view returns (uint){
26 return address(this).balance;
27 }
28
29 function() payable external{}
30 }

Figure 5.1: In this solution, a modifier and a boolean value have been imple-
mented to help solve the interference problem.
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In the first solution, which is presented in figure 5.1, only the MiniDao
contract code is modified by implementing a modifier and boolean variable for
the purpose of preventing interference in the transaction. The boolean variable
locked is set to false on row 5 when it is first initialized.

Since the withdraw()-function is the one that can be exploited, this is
where the modifier will be declared. When Attacker invokes withdraw(), the
code in the modifier will be executed first. The condition that needs to be
evaluated to true to access withdraw() is that locked must be set to false.
This condition will be met since it will be the first time a contract triggers the
modifier and the variable value is false in the beginning. After the condition
has been evaluated to true, locked is set to true on row 9 and therefore locks
the function. However, this does not a�ect the contract’s access to the function
and the code in withdraw() will therefore execute.

If Attacker tries to access withdraw() again, nothing will happen since
locked is still set to true and as a result it will still be locked. The only
way to access withdraw() again in this example is to make another donation.
The donate()-function changes the value of locked to false which unlocks the
function. By calling donate() another time, Attacker is allowed to call on
withdraw() again if the user wishes to withdraw the donated value.
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Solution 2

1 contract MiniDao{
2
3 mapping (address => uint) _balances;
4 mapping (address => uint) _calledOnFunc;
5
6 function withdraw() public {
7 _calledOnFunc[msg.sender]++;
8 uint amount = _balances[msg.sender];
9 if(_calledOnFunc[msg.sender] == 1){

10 msg.sender.call.gas(200000).value(amount)("");
11 _balances[msg.sender] = 0;
12 }
13 }
14
15 function donate() public payable{
16 _balances[msg.sender] += msg.value;
17 _calledOnFunc[msg.sender] = 0;
18 }
19
20 function getBalance() public view returns (uint){
21 return address(this).balance;
22 }
23
24 function() payable external{}
25 }

Figure 5.2: This approach solves the problem by keeping track of how many
times the vulnerable function has been invoked.

The second solution (figure 5.2) make use of a hash map that holds the
number of times each contract has invoked the withdraw()-function. Similar
to the first solution, only the code in MiniDao has been changed.

Every time Attacker invokes withdraw(), the stored value is incremented
with 1. The condition to be evaluated to true is that the stored value is equal to
1. If evaluated to true, the contract obtains access to the rest of the code in the
withdraw()-function. In other words, if Attacker tries to call on withdraw()
more than one time after a donation has been made, it will be denied access
since the stored value is greater than 1.

However, if Attacker calls on donate() one more time, similar to the first
solution, it is allowed to call on withdraw() again since a contract user should
have the right to take back its donation. The function donate() has two rows
of code: row 16 that adds the donated amount to the senders current value
in the hash map _balances and row 17 that nullifies the senders value in the
hashmap _calledOnFunc. The code on the last mentioned row is the one that
grants Attacker access to the function withdraw() again if a donation is made.
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5.2 Car Seller

Each solution presented is based on the assumption that BuyCar is the first
contract that invokes the CarSeller contract. This assumption is established
on that the buyer always wants to know the price before making a purchase.

Both solutions make use of the invocation order of each contract which
is then used to decide if a contract has the right to invoke the interference-
susceptible function or not. Therefore it is important that di�erent outcomes
has been thought of. What happens if CheckPrice decides not to invoke the
function that assigns each contract a value that might or might not unlock the
vulnerable function? The answer is that it will be the same outcome as if it did.
However, the solution had to be adjusted in order for it to work independently
of the order of CheckPrice’s function calls.

When the hash map is created, the keys are mapped to their default values
[14], which is false. Therefore it is important to be aware of how a datastruc-
ture is default-initialized in order to implement this solution correctly.

The modifier, checkLock(), in solution 1 (figure 5.3) evaluates each con-
tract’s value that is stored in the hash map _Callers in two steps. First, by
assigning the boolean variable unlocked to the stored value and afterwards
by invoking the built-in function require() to evaluate if the contract has the
correct value for entering the interference-susceptible function.

The initial solution had a variable called locked which was assigned the
value true. The first contract that invoked makeExclusive() was given the
value false and the rest the value true. Therefore, the value that gave ac-
cess to the vulnerable function was false. By not calling makeExclusive()
CheckPrice would have been granted access to the locked function since the
default value in the hashmap is false.

In the second solution, the first contract is assigned the value true and the
rest the value false. The boolean variable is initialized to false. If now the
CheckPrice user decides not to call on makeExclusive(), the default value
will have the same value as the one given in the function and the vulnerable
function will still be safe.
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Solution 1

1 contract CarSeller{
2
3 mapping (string => uint) _Cars;
4 mapping (address => bool) _Callers;
5 uint order = 0;
6 bool unlocked = false;
7
8 constructor() public{
9 _Cars["BMW"] = 600000;

10 _Cars["Audi"] = 350000;
11 _Cars["Mercedes"] = 300000;
12 _Cars["Tesla"] = 1000000;
13 _Cars["Bugatti"] = 1500000;
14 _Cars["Maserati"] = 1000000;
15 _Cars["Volvo"] = 275000;
16 }
17
18 modifier checkLock() {
19 unlocked = _Callers[msg.sender];
20 require(unlocked);
21 _;
22 unlocked = false;
23 }
24
25 function makeExlusive() public{
26 order++;
27 if(order == 1){
28 _Callers[msg.sender] = true;
29 }else{
30 _Callers[msg.sender] = false;
31 }
32 }
33
34 function carPrice(string memory carName) public view
35 returns (uint){
36 return _Cars[carName];
37 }
38
39 function sellCar(string memory carName) checkLock()
40 public {
41 delete(_Cars[carName]);
42 order = 0;
43 }
44 }

Figure 5.3: This approach implements a Mutex-like solution but instead of
having the vulnerable function unlocked in the beginning, it is locked. Both
BuyCar and CheckPrices invokes the method makeExlusive() to be assigned
a key that might or might not unlock the function.

One approach for preventing the CheckPrice contract from feeding false in-
formation to the BuyCar contract, and thus interfering with its intended control
flow, is by locking the sellCar()-function to whichever contract that reads the
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price first (figure 5.3).
To achieve this functionality in Solidity, one naive implementation is to to

utilize a mapping(bool => address) and have both BuyCar and CheckPrice
make an external call to a makeExlusive()-function. If makeExlusive() is
invoked, it sets the caller’s boolean value in the mapping to true (row 28) if
and only if it is the first contract to make such a call since a car was sold last
time. This can be ensured with the order variable.

For the sellCar() function, we can then use a modifier to require the caller
to have its boolean value set to true. In this way, the CheckPrice may access
the carPrice() function as much as it wants, but it can never make a call to
the purchase function without the transaction reverting entirely.

There are however, some drawbacks with this approach, since this will re-
quire that the first contract to invoke the makeExclusive() function will also
have to make a purchase for someone else to be able to make a purchase af-
terwards. This could be sorted out through the implementation of an abort()-
method, which unlocks the sellCar()-function for the first invoker.
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Solution 2

1 contract CarSeller{
2
3 mapping (string => uint) _Cars;
4 mapping (address => uint) _callerOrder;
5 uint order = 0;
6 bool unwantedInterference = false;
7
8 constructor() public{
9 _Cars["BMW"] = 600000;

10 _Cars["Audi"] = 350000;
11 _Cars["Mercedes"] = 300000;
12 _Cars["Tesla"] = 1000000;
13 _Cars["Bugatti"] = 1500000;
14 _Cars["Maserati"] = 1000000;
15 _Cars["Volvo"] = 275000;
16 }
17
18 function interference() public view returns (bool){
19 return unwantedInterference;
20 }
21
22 function setOrder() public{
23 order += 1;
24 _callerOrder[msg.sender] = order;
25 }
26
27 function carPrice(string memory carName) public view
28 returns (uint){
29 return _Cars[carName];
30 }
31
32 function sellCar(string memory carName) public{
33 if(_callerOrder[msg.sender] == 1){
34 delete(_Cars[carName]);
35 order = 0;
36 }else{
37 unwantedInterference = true;
38 }
39 }
40 }

Figure 5.4: In solution 2, both BuyCar and CheckPrice invokes the method
setOrder() to be assigned a value. The value is decided depending on in which
order the contracts invoke setOrder().
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1 contract BuyCar {
2
3 function checkPriceFor(address addrSell, address
4 addrCheck, string memory carName) public returns (string
5 memory){
6
7 CarSeller cs = CarSeller(addrSell);
8 CheckPrice cp = CheckPrice(addrCheck);
9 string memory message = "Congratulations on your

10 purchase";
11 cs.setOrder();
12 uint p = cs.carPrice(carName);
13 bool b = cp.checkIfGoodPrice(addrSell,carName,p);
14
15 if(b){
16 cs.sellCar(carName);
17 return message;
18 }
19 if(!b){
20 bool interference = cs.interference();
21 if(interference){
22 cs.sellCar(carName);
23 return message;
24 }else{
25 return "Not a good prize. Do not buy the car";
26 }
27 }
28 }
29 }

Figure 5.5: BuyCar invokes the method setOrder() but it also calls on a func-
tion called interference(). This function will tell BuyCar if an interference has
occured or not.

Another similar approach that can help prevent external contracts from
interfering is to keep track of the order of the callers who invoke CarSeller
with the help of a variable and a hash map. This variable is incremented on
row 23 in figure 5.4 and its value is stored in a hash map each time an external
contract, such as BuyCar and CheckPrice, invokes the method setOrder().
For example if BuyCar calls on it first, its order value will be set to 1.

To prevent the CheckPrice contract from overriding a potential purchase of
BuyCar, an if-statement is implemented in the sellCar()-function (figure 5.4)
that prevents any purchases being made from callers of an order higher than
1. In this example, the CarSeller contract can also notify the BuyCar contract
of the interference by setting a boolean value which the BuyCar contract can
check by calling the interference()-function (figure 5.5). Similar to the first
solution, one drawback is that the CarSeller would need an abort() function
in case they do not wish to make the purchase. This so that the order variable
is reset if a purchase is not made. The purchase can also be overridden if the
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CheckPrice decides to make a purchase directly. However, this could be solved
by using a modifier to require the sellCar()-function to be invoked only after
the carPrice()-function has been invoked once with the same sender. It would
however not make much sense for a contract to override the purchase unless it
knew of the price first.
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Discussion

The solutions to the two di�erent interference problems follow the same pat-
terns in the sense that they are tailored to prevent entrance of specific functions
in certain situations. This is not optimal because it does not provide a solution
that would always be reliable for preventing interference. Although the solu-
tions could be integrated more conveniently into the language in such a way
that functions can be locked depending on the caller and previously invoked
functions, the programmer would still have to be conscious about how they im-
plemented the protection. While this can be considered dangerous since smart
contracts are used to handle assets of economical value, it might a necessity
unless the freedom of the smart contract developers is restricted.

One drawback with the proposed implementations for preventing interfer-
ence is the increased execution fee, i.e the gas or the computational e�ort
needed to execute the transactions in the CarSeller/MiniDao contracts. As
with most software development, a trade-o� between safety and performance
(as well as execution fee in the case of smart contracts) has to be made in order
for the intended execution flow of the transaction to remain unaltered.

Another drawback with higher computational complexity in Solidity is
that, since Solidity Smart Contracts are executed serially and not in parallel,
a lot of data needs to be kept in the memory, which requires more memory
usage. If the contract execution occurred in parallel instead, which is the case
for other smart contract frameworks, the proposed solutions may not have had
the same impact on the speed of the transactions. In that case there may also
be other, concurrent implementations that could help prevent interference.

If restricting the possibilities of Solidity is not considered, the safest and
cheapest solution (in terms of execution cost) of all interference-related prob-
lems is most likely to disable reentrancy altogether and only allow each exter-
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nal method to be called once per contract. Most of the dangers that comes with
the ability to invoke external methods which implementations are black boxes
to the caller would then be eliminated. This would of course, be at the expense
of all the complexity Solidity and the Ethereum Blockchain allows for.

In the DAO example, MiniDao sends wei back to Attacker with the function
callmsg.sender.call.gas(20000).value(amount)(00). By calling the function
gas() the sender can set the gas limit to its own preference. However, this
method is not safe against reentrancy and because of this function call, At-
tacker could easily reenter MiniDao. For this reason, the Solidity developers
have likely chosen to protect contracts against reentrancy by setting the gas
limit to 2300 when using the functions send() and transfer(). With this low
gas limit, a fallback function can only perform simple operations such as basic
logging. The use of transfer() or send() in the DAO example would throw
an out of gas error. This approach helps against cases like the DAO attack but
it would not be as e�ective against more sophisticated cases of interference,
as demonstrated in the Car Seller example.

Another possible approach would be to eliminate the gas()-function com-
pletely which would decrease the amount of situations where reentrancy could
occur. On the other hand, the fallback function is not the only function that
can be payable. Erasing this functionality would limit other payable functions
since they will not be able to execute more complex operations [13].

Running a static analysis on the code before deployment is another ap-
proach that can prevent reentrancy attacks. There are several frameworks
available that utilize this approach (see section 2.4). This does however not
work on more sophisticated contracts that make external calls to other con-
tracts of which only the interface of the contract is available, as the implemen-
tation of the external contracts cannot be evaluated.

These solutions could work as a complement to previously existing frame-
works for performing static and dynamic analysis to ensure safer transactions.
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Conclusion

The notion of interference in relation to smart contracts was firstly defined, fol-
lowed by two di�erent approaches for preventing interference in the proposed
example problems.

Interference was defined to capture any unwanted altering of states in the
interaction between smart contracts, meaning any situation where the intended
execution flow of a caller is altered through one or more external function calls
from a callee.

Furthermore, two solutions for each problem related to interference were
demonstrated and tested. The first presented solution for each problem were
Mutex-inspired. The solution in the Car Seller problem resembles an inverted
Mutex since the vulnerable function is locked instead of unlocked at the start-
ing point. For a contract to unlock the function it must possess the right key.
The function that is at risk for having its state altered in the MiniDao problem
is unlocked from the beginning and once the function is called upon it will be
locked. This function will continue to be locked unless the same contract or
another contract invokes the function that unlocks it. The second solution for
each problem is similar in the sense that they both utilize a counter but the im-
plementation is di�erent. In MiniDao, the counter helps to trace the amount of
times a contract has invoked the vulnerable function and in Car Seller it traces
in which order an external contract calls upon the contract with the vulnera-
ble function. All solutions tested on the problems worked successfully in the
sense that they prevented interference.

Interference in smart contract transactions can occur in many di�erent
ways and it is thus di�cult to tailor a prevention technique that fits all pos-
sible problems related to it, unless the freedom of the programming language
is restricted. The solutions proposed in this report could be further built upon
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and perhaps be introduced into a programming language used for developing
smart contracts as a concept, which would then simplify the process of writing
safe smart contracts.

Another way of building upon our findings and preventing interference
would be to write a summary of "best practices" for preventing interference
in smart contract transactions. For each problem related to interference either
one or more solutions for safer invocation should be presented.
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